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do you want to prepare english grammar for your exam or
test here you can download basic english grammar book 2

by saddleback. its an excellent book for understanding
basics english grammar. it tells about the parts of speech,

making of sentences & change of voices etc. an
interactive applet and associated web page that

demonstrates the properties of a 3:4:5 triangle - one of
the pythagorean triples. the applet shows a right triangle

that can be resized by dragging any vertex. as it is
dragged, the remaining vertices change so that the

triangle's side remain in the ration 3:4:5. the text on the
page has an example of how the triangle can be used to
measure a right angle on even large objects. applet can
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be enlarged to full screen size for use with a classroom
projector. this resource is a component of the math open

reference interactive geometry textbook project at an
interactive applet and associated web page that

demonstrates the properties of a 45-45-90 isosceles right
triangle. the applet shows a right triangle that can be
resized by dragging any vertex. as it is dragged, the

remaining vertices change so that the triangle's angles
remain 45 degrees, 45 degrees and 90 degrees the text

on the page points out that the sides of a 45-45-90
triangle are always in the ratio of 1 : 2 : root 2 applet can
be enlarged to full screen size for use with a classroom

projector. this resource is a component of the math open
reference interactive geometry textbook project at an

interactive applet and associated web page that
demonstrate the properties of a parabola. a user can drag
an end point to define the vertex and the x, y coordinates
of that vertex. the text on the page provides information

about the three forms of parabolas. the page includes
links to the properties of a parabola. applet can be

enlarged to full screen size for use with a classroom
projector. this resource is a component of the math open
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reference interactive geometry textbook project at
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an interactive applet and associated web page that
demonstrate the properties of a circle. the user can drag
an end point to define a point inside the circle and define
the x, y coordinates of that point. the user can then draw
a line segment from the initial point to the new point. the

text on the page provides information about the three
forms of circles. the page includes links to the properties
of a circle. applet can be enlarged to full screen size for

use with a classroom projector. this resource is a
component of the math open reference interactive

geometry textbook project at an interactive applet and
associated web page that demonstrate the concept of

congruency and a congruent triangle. the applet presents
a triangle that can be resized by dragging any vertex. as it
is resized, the triangle changes, but its angles remain the

same. the applet shows whether the resized triangle is
congruent to the original triangle. the text on the page

points out that triangles with the same angles are
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congruent triangles. applet can be enlarged to full screen
size for use with a classroom projector. this resource is a

component of the math open reference interactive
geometry textbook project at an interactive applet and

associated web page that demonstrate the properties of a
secant line. the user can drag an end point to define the

vertex of a triangle and the x, y coordinates of that vertex.
the user can then draw a line segment from the initial
point to the new point. the text on the page provides

information about the 3 forms of secant lines. applet can
be enlarged to full screen size for use with a classroom

projector. this resource is a component of the math open
reference interactive geometry textbook project at
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